Wise Women Gathering Place Resource Library

Please feel free to browse our library onsite at 2482 Babcock Rd, Green Bay WI 54115.

Unfortuantely, books are not available for “check-out.”

Aromatherapy for Women: Maggie Tisserand

The Illustrated Ency. Of Essential Oils: Julia Lawless

A Consumer’s Dic. Of Cosmetic Ingred: Ruth Winter, MS

Aromatherapy Handbook for Beauty, Hair & Skin: Erich Keller

Guide to Homeopathic Remedies for Birth Bag: Patty Brennan

Advanced Aromatherapy--The Science: Kurt Schnaubelt, Phd

Aromatherapy The Essential Beginning: D. Gary Young, ND

Lavender Oil: Julia Lawless

Aromatherapia (Spanish): Ann Berwick

Aromatherapy for Body, Mind & Spirit: Larissa Jones

Is Your Home Safe?: Larissa Jones

Guide to Homeopathic Remedies for Birth Bag 4th ed.: Patty Brennan

Homeopathy for Mother and Infant: Douglas M. Borland

Homeopathic Medicine at Home: M. Panes MD & Jane Heimlich

Homeopathic Medicine at Home: M. Panes MD & Jane Heimlich

Homeopathy for Pregnancy & Nursing Mothers: Dr. Trevor Smith

Emergency Homeopathic First Aid: P. Chavanon, MD & Rene LeVannier, MD
Everybody’s Guide to Homeopathic Remedies: Stephen Cummings, MD et al

The Prescriber: John H. Clarke, MD

The Traveller’s Guide to Homeopathy: Phyllis Speight

Homeopathic Remedies For Women’s Ailments: Phyllis Speight

A Handbook of Homeopathic Alternatives to Immunization: Susan Curtis

First Aid Homeopathy in Accidents & Ailments: Dr. D. M. Gibson

Vaccinations: Concerns & Alternatives: Patty Brennan

How to Use Homeopathy Effectively: Dr. Christopher Hammond

Living with HIV/AIDS: M.D. Eric Goosby

Motivational interviewing in Health Care: Rollnick, miller, butler

Coyote Healing: Lewis Mehl-Madrona

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder: Raymond B. Flanner

The Complete Book on Energy: Nature’s Plus

Candida Albicans & Systemic Candidiasis: Dr. Donsbach

Natural Progesterone Cream: C. Norman Shealy

A Natural Healing Handbook: Edgar Cayce

The Handbook of Alternatives to Chemical Medicine: M. Jackson, ND, T. Teague, ND

Indian Doctor: Nancy Locke Doane

Nature’s Miracle Tonics: Laurel Dewey

Wisconsin’s Early Home Remedies: Lora DiMeglio

Modern Home Remedies & How to Use Them: Morris Fishbein MD

A Minnesota Dr.’s Home Remedies: John Eichenlaub, MD


The New Healing Yourself: Joy Gardner

Home Remedies--What Works: Gale Maleskey & Barian Kaufman et al.
The Nature Doctor: Dr. H.C.A. Vogel

Why Am I So Tired?: Rodale Press, eds.

New Choices in Natural Healing: Bill Gottlieb, Ed.

Love, Medicine & Miracles: Bernie S. Siegel, MD

Natural Remedies for what Ails You: Mark Bricklin

Old Time Remedies for Modern Ailments: Rev. Hanna Kroeger

18 Natural ways to beat Chronic Tiredness: Norman D. Ford

Natural First Aid: Brigitte Mars, AHG

Get with the Program: Bob Greene

Remifemin: Herbal Relief for Menopausal Symptoms: Frank Murray

Prescription for Nutritional Healing: James Balch, MD & Phyllis Balch

Prescription for Nutritional Healing: James Balch, MD & Phyllis Balch

The Vitamin Book: Consumer Guide, Eds.

Instant Vitamin Mineral Locator: Hanna Kroeger

101 Home Remedies that really work: Readers Digest

Secret Natural Remedies: Natural Health Mag.

Every Woman's Guide to Natural Home Remedies: Sally Freeman

Confessions of a Medical Heretic: Robert S. Mendelsohn, MD

Geshundheit!: Patch Adams, MD

Where There is No Doctor: David Werner

Donde no hay Doctor (Spanish): David Werner


A Women's Health Resource: Making Informed Decisions Through Menopause and Beyond: Transitions for Health, Inc

Coyote Medicine: Lessons from Native American Healing: Lewis Mehl-Madrona, MD
Model of Indigenous Maya Medicine in Guatemala: Karin Eder, Maria Manuela Garcia Pu

Wind in the Blood: Mayan Healing and Chinese Medicine: Hernan Garcia, Antonio Sierra, Gilberto Balam

Loving Hands: Fredrick Leboyer

The Complete Illustrated Guide to Massage: Steward Mitchell

Pocket Guide to Acupressure Points for Women: Cathryn Baver

Zone Therapy Using Food Massage: Astrid I. GoosmannLegger

Touching the Soul: Patricia Kaminski

Reiki for First Aid: Walter Lubeck

Stories the feet can tell through Reflexology: Eunice D. Ingram

Hand Reflexology: Keys to Perfect Health: Mildred Carter

The Medicine Wheel Garden: E. Barrie Kavasch

Advanced Treatise in Herbology: Dr. Edward E. Shook

Pocket Herbal Reference Guide: Debra Nuzzi

Study Guide For Advanced Treatise in Herbology: Dr. Edward E. Shook

Instant Herbal Locator: Hanna Kroeger

The Vegetable Garden Book: Peter Pepper

The Incredible Healing Power of Herbs: Daniel P. Ray & Susan Ambrosine

Feel Good Herbs: Louise Stanley

The Rodale Herb Book: William H. Hylton

Study Guide for Back to Eden: Jethro Kloss

Study Guide for Elementary Treatise in Herbology: Dr. Edward E. Shook

The Herbal Drug Store: Linda B. White/Steven Foster

A Handbook of Native American Herbs: Alma R. Hutchinson

How Indians Use Wild Plants for Food & Medicine: Frances Densmore

A Modern Herbal Vol. 1: Mrs. M. Grieve
**Ancient Herbs Modern Medicine**: Henry Han, OMD, Glenn E. Miller, Nancy Deville

**Be Your own Herbal Healer**: Laurel Dewey

**An Instant Guide to Edible Plants**: Pamela Foren/Cecilia Fitzsimons

**Nature’s Medicines**: Richard Lucas

**Herbs for Kids**: Sunny Mavor, AHG

**Herbal Remedies**: Dr. W. J. Simmonite/Nicholas Culpepper

**Herbal Birth Control**: R. R. McGregor

**Herbs on Herbal Medicine**: William Lee, R.Ph.

**Cherokee Plants**: Paul B. Hamel/Mary U. Chitosky

**Australian Tea Tree Oil**: Cynthia B. Olsen

**Recipes from the Herbal Kitchen**: Tina James

**Early Native American Recipes on Remedies**: Duane R. Lund

**Culpepper’s Color Herbal**: Michael Streinger

**Healing Power of Plants Plant Spirit Medicine**: Eliot Cowan

**or Women Only Chines Herbal Formulas**: Dr. Hang-Yen Hsu/Douglas H. Eager

**Milk Thistle The Liver Herb**: Christopher Hobbs

**Germanium, A new approach to immunity**: Betty Kamen, Ph.d.

**American Indian Cooking an Herblore**: J. Ed Sharpe’Thomas B. Unclene

**Tierona’s Herbal, A guide to Herbal Medicine**: Tierona Walker

**Herbalolgy Throughout the Reproductive Cycle**: Tierona LowDog/Amanda McQuade

**Study Guide for Herbal Healthcare**: Dr. John R. Christopher

**Study Guide for Every Woman’s Herbal**: Dr. John R. Christopher

**Herbal Preparations & Natural Therapies**: Debra St. Claire

**Identifying and Harvesting Edible and Medicinal Plants**: Evelyn Dean

**The Women’s book of Healing Herbs**: Sari Hernar/Sara Altsul O'Donnel
PDR for Herbal Medicines 1st Ed: editors
The Complete book of Herbs: Lesley Bremness
The New Healing Herbs: Michael Castleman
Mosby's Handbook of Herbs & Natural Supplements: Linda Skidmore-Roth
The Healing Herbs the Ultimate Guide: Michael Castleman
Herbal Remedies from the Wild : Corinne Martin
A Gift of Herbs: Heidi Hartwiger
Ethnobotany: Paul E. Minnis
Therapeutic Herb Manual: Ed Smith
A Handbook of Native American Herbs: Alma Richardson
Healing Plants A Medical Guide: Ana Nez Heatherley
Wisconsin Medicinal Herbs: Phyllis Heitkamp
Herbs: Lesley Breemness
An Herbal Legacy of Courage: Dr. John R. Christopher
The Cherokee Herbal: J. T. Garrett
The Complete Woman's Herbal: Anne McIntyre
The Story of Corn: Betty Fussell
Onuhkwahtho-ku Medicine Planting: Gail Danforth & Debra Cornelius
Study Guide for Herbal Home Healthcare: Dr. John R. Christopher
Natural Standard Herbs and Supplements: Ethan M. Basch & Catherine E. Ulbright
Indian Herbology of North America: Alma R. Hutchinson
Medicine Grove: Loren Gruden
Aloe Vera Handbook: Max B. Skousen
Aloe Vera Heals: The Scientific Facts: Karen Gottlieb, PhD
Just Kidding: Trudy Ludwig
My secret Bully: Trudy Ludwig

Parenting Through Crisis: Barbara Coloroso

And Words Can Hurt Forever: James Garbarino

Protecting the Gift, Keeping the Children & Teenagers: Gavin DeBecker

The Bully, the Bullied and the Bystander: Barbara Coloroso

Snow in August: Pete Hammil

The Gift of Fear: Gavin DeBecker

The Red Badge of Courage: Stephen Crane

Nobody left to Hate: Elliot Aronson

Tongue Fu!: Sam Horn

Number the Stars: Louis Lowry

Please stop Laughing at me: Jodee Blanco

Kids are worth it: Barbara Coloroso

The Bully, the Bullied and the Bystander: Barbara Coloroso

Building Emotional Intelligence: Linda Lantieri

Outgrowing the Pain: Eliana Gil, Ph.d.

Necessary Losses: Judith Viorst

All Kids are our Kids: Peter L. Benson

All About Me teenage edition: philipp keel

Guardians of being: Eckhart Toole

The art of living Well A character education curriculum for today's teenagers: dr. stephan Ellenwood

Boys will be men raising our sons for courage, caring and community: Paul Kivel

The Five Love Languages of Teenagers: Gary Chapman

Chicken Soup for the teenage Soul: Confield, Hansen, Kirberger

Dateable: are you? Are they?: Justin lookadoo hayley morgan
Zoo! A big fold-out Counting Book: Lori C. Froeb

Parenting Through Crisis: Barbara Coloroso

His Needs Her Needs: Willard F. Harley, Jr.

Simple Abundance: A Daybook of Comfort & Joy: Sarah Ban Breathnach

Boundaries: Anne Katherine, MA

Relationship Rescue: Phillip C. McGraw, Ph.d

Family Discussion Guides: Mary B. Hoover

Beyond Belief to Convictions Booklet: Josh McDowell

Safe Teen: Anita Roberts

The Really Useful Guide to Working Smarter not Harder: Elyce R. Glink

Uncommon Sense for Parents with Teenagers: Michael Riera Phd.

Love and Anger in Marriage: David Mace

Epidemic: Meg Meeker MD

The Simple Abundance Journal of Gratitude: Sarah Ban Breathnach

Stopping at every Lemonade Stand: James Vallbracht

Working With Students: Discipline Strategies for the Classroom: Ruby K. Payne, PhD

Rich Dad Poor Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids About Money That the Poor and Middle Class Do Not: Robert T. Kiyosaki, Sharon L. Lechter, CPA

Hear Our Cries: Boys in Crisis: Paul D. Slocumb, EdD

A Trainer's Companion: Stories to Stimulate Reflection, Conversation, Action: Walter R. Olsen, William A Sommers, PhD.

365 Days of Tasteberry Inspiration for Teens: Bettie B. Youngs, Jennifer Leigh Youngs

Just Because it's Not Wrong Doesn't Make it Right: From Toddlers to Teens, Teaching Kids to Think and Act Ethically: Barbara Coloroso

WIIZOKATATIWIN: The Way to Seek What is Cherished but Hidden: Network for Native Futures

Children and Grief: J. William Worden

Remember the Secret: Elizabeth Kubler-Ross
Death Society and Human Experience: Robert J. Kastenbaum

Good Grief: Granger E. Westberg

Grave Matters: A Journey Through the Modern Funeral Industry to a Natural Way of Burial: Mark Harris

Mending The Broken Bond: Dr. Frank Lawlis

Rocking the Cradle: Andrea O’Reilly

What Kids need to Succeed: Peter L. Benson, Judy Galbraith, Pamela Espeland

Raising your Child’s Financial IQ: Robert T. Kiyosaki

Just Moms: Bonnie Louise Kuchler

A Guide for Parents and Teachers Character Building: David Isaacs

On the Edge of Darkness: Kathy Cronkite

Baby Smarts Through the eyes of A Child: Marline E. Pearson

How to talk so kids will listen and listen so kids will talk: Adele Faber and Elaine Mazlish

What Kids need to Succeed: Petter L. Benson et al.

Chicken Soup for the Mother’s Soul : Canfield et al.

A Guide for Parents and Teachers Character Building: Isaacs, David

What Kids need to Succeed: Benson, Peter et al

Kids are worth it: Coloroso, Barbara

Fathers: An Anthology of Stories and Poems: Kelly-Gangi, Carol

Fathering and Career: A Healthy Balance: David Stewart, PhD

A Picture is Worth A Thousand Words: Matthew S. Seebaum

For Your Own Good: Hidden Cruelty in Child-Rearing and the Roots of Violence : Alice Miller

At Home With Learning, 5th ed : WI Parents Association

Necessary Losses: Judith Viorst

All Kids are our Kids: Peter L. Benson

Parenting Through Crisis: Barbara Coloroso
His Needs Her Needs: Willard F. Harley, Jr.

Simple Abundance: A Daybook of Comfort & Joy: Sarah Ban Breathnach

Boundaries: Anne Katherine, MA

Relationship Rescue: Phillip C. McGraw, Ph.d

Family Discussion Guides: Mary B. Hoover

Beyond Belief to Convictions Booklet: Josh McDowell

Safe Teen: Anita Roberts

The Really Useful Guide to Working Smarter not Harder: Elyce R. Glink

Uncommon Sense for Parents with Teenagers: Michael Riera Ph.d.

Love and Anger in Marriage: David Mace

Epidemic: Meg Meeker MD

The Simple Abundance Journal of Gratitude: Sarah Ban Breathnach

Stopping at every Lemonade Stand: James Vallbracht

Working With Parents: Building Relationships for Student Success: Ruby K. Payne, PhD

Rich Dad Poor Dad: What the Rich Teach Their Kids About Money That the Poor and Middle Class Do Not: Robert T. Kiyosaki, Sharon L. Lechter, CPA

Hear Our Cries: Boys in Crisis: Paul D. Slocumb, EdD

A Trainer's Companion: Stories to Stimulate Reflection, Conversation, Action: Walter R. Olsen, William A Sommers, PhD.

Just Because it's Not Wrong Doesn't Make it Right: From Toddlers to Teens, Teaching Kids to Think and Act Ethically: Barbara Coloroso

WIIZOKATATIWIN: The Way to Seek What is Cherished but Hidden: Network for Native Futures

Children and Grief: J. William Worden

Remember the Secret: Elizabeth Kubler-Ross

Death Society and Human Experience: Robert J. Kastenbaum

Good Grief: Granger E. Westberg
Grave Matters: A Journey Through the Modern Funeral Industry to a Natural Way of Burial: Mark Harris

Kids are worth it: Barbara Coloroso

What Kids need to Succeed: Peter L. Benson, Judy Galbraith, Pamela Espeland

Raising your Child's Financial IQ: Robert T. Kiyosaki

Just Moms: Bonnie Louise Kuchler

A Guide for Parents and Teachers Character Building: David Isaacs

On the Edge of Darkness: Kathy Cronkite

Baby Smarts Through the eyes of A Child: Marline E. Pearson

How to talk so kids will listen and listen so kids will talk: Adele Faber and Elaine Mazlish

What Kids need to Succeed: Petter L. Benson et al.

Chicken Soup for the Mother's Soul: Canfield et al.

A Guide for Parents and Teachers Character Building: Isaacs, David

What Kids need to Succeed: Benson, Peter et al

Kids are worth it: Coloroso, Barbara

Fathers: An Anthology of Stories and Poems: Kelly-Gangi, Carol

Fathering and Career: A Healthy Balance: David Stewart, PhD

A Picture is Worth A Thousand Words: Matthew S. Seebaum

For Your Own Good: Hidden Cruelty in Child-Rearing and the Roots of Violence: Alice Miller

At Home With Learning, 5th ed: WI Parents Association

Bless This Food: Adrian Butash

The Good Fat Cookbook: Fran McCullough

The Wellness Encyclopedia: Sheldon Margen

The Best of Cooking Light: Oxmoor House

Skim the Fat: The American Dietetic Assoc.

Body Mind and Sugar: E.M. Abrahamson
Alcohol Free Entertaining: Patsy Bickerstaff
Losing Pounds of Pain: Doreen Virtue
The Natural Babyfood Cookbook: Kenda, Margaret et al.
The Supermarket Handbook: Boldbeck, Nickki and David
Study Guide for Regenerative Diet: Dr. John R. Christopher
Regenerative Diet: Dr. John R. Christopher
Dad's Own Cookbook: Sloan, Bob
Natural Vitamin Handbook: Kessler, Gerald
More Flavor, Less Fat: N/A
Food is Medicine: Recovering Traditional Foods to Heal the People: Winona LaDuke, Sarah Alexander
Easy Home Cooking Slow Cooker Recipes: Publications International, LTD
Traditional Foods Can Be Healthy: National Institutes of Health
National Institutes of Health: N/A
After-40 Health & Medical Guide: Cooley, Donald
Telephone Triage for the Obstetric Patient: Swenson, Deborah
The Wonderful Human Machine: N/A
Maternity Care The Nurse & the Family Bobak,: Jensen Benson
Biology in the Laboratory: Helms, Doris R. et al.
Nurse Midwifery 2nd Ed.: Varney, Helen
Textbook for Midwives: Myles, Margaret F.
Obstetrics: MacDonald, Pritchard
Nurse Midwifery : Varney, Helen
Gray's Anatomy, unabridged ed.: Henry Gray, F.R.S.
Taber's Cyclopedic Medical Dictionary: Taber, Clarence Wilbur
Taber's Cyclopedic Medical Dictionary: Taber, Clarence Wilbur
Wholistic Midwifery Vol 2 Core Del, Labor & Birth: Frye, Anne
The Doctor's Book of Family First Aid: Wells, David, M.D.
Obstetrics Illustrated, 4th Ed: Garrey, Govan, Hodge & Callander
The Merck Manual Vol 2: Berkow, Robert, MD
The Merck Manual Vol 1: Berkow, Robert, MD
Human Reproductive Biology: Mader, Sylvia
Mosby's Diagnostic & Laboratory Test: Deska, Kathleen et al
Guide to Laboratory Services: Jenkins, William
A Concise Textbook for Midwives: Clyre, Douglas Wilson
Un libropara parteras: Klcin, Susan por
The Art of Natural Family Planning: Kippley, John and Sheila
A Cooperative Method of Natural Birth Control: Nofziger, Margaret
A Cooperative Method of Natural Birth Control: Nofziger, Margaret
The Wonder of Me: Taylor, Ruth S. et al
The Complete Cervical Cap Guide: Cheriker, Rebecca
Mothers of Thyme: Sha, Janet I
The Wise Wound: Shuttle, Penelope, et al
Taking Charge of Your Fertility: Weschler, Toni
Conscious Conception: Baker, Jeannine Parvatti
Metapolic Toxemia of Late Pregnancy: Brewer, Thomas MD
A Mother's Notebook: Gail Danforth
Having a Baby is a Beautiful Miracle: Susan Polis Schutz
Mother Nature Sarah: Blaffer Hrdy
The New Birth Control Program: Garfink, Christine, RN
The Very Important Pregnancy Program: Brewer, Gail Storza
Pregnant Feelings: Baldwin, Rahima, et al.

Your Pregnancy Month by Month: Gillespie, Clark, MD

Immaculate Deception II: Arms, Suzanne

Pregnancy, A time for Caring: Gallaghen, John

The Natural Pregnancy Book: Romm, Avivia Jill

Skilled Childbirth at Home: Lismake, Stephen

Energetic Pregnancy: Davis, Elizabeth

Childbirth At its Best, the Eddinghausen Method: Royal, Hope, N.D., ed.

Past Due: a story of disability, pregnancy & birth: Finger, Anne

Childbirth and Authoritative Knowledge: Daws-Floyd, Robbie et al

A guide to Effective care in Pregnancy and Childbirth: Enkin, Murray et al.

The NAPSAC Consumer Guide to Alternative Birth Services: Simkin, Penny

NAPSAC News Vol. 20, No. 3: N.A.P.S.A.C.

Natural Remedies for Pregnancy Discomforts: Education Programs

The 5 Stages of the Sperm Journey: Terry, Karlton

Home Oriented Maternity Experience: Cohen, Eran, Director

Immaculate Deception II: Arms, Suzanne

Choices in Childbirth: Feldman, Dr. Silvia

Positive Childbirth: Treat, Casey and Wendy

Moving through Pregnancy: Bing, Elizabeth

Good Nutrition: The First & Fundamental Standard: Stewart, David, Ph.d.

The Baby Challenge (physical disability): Campion, Mukti Jean

Training for Children: Thomas, Herbert, MD

Hypno Birthing: A Celebration of Life: Mongan, Marie F.

What every pregnant woman should know: Brewer, Gail Sforza, et al
The 5 Standards for safe childbearing: Stewart, David, Ph.d.

A Holistic Guide to Embracing Pregnancy, Childbirth and Motherhood: Salt, Karen


Your Pregnancy Month by Month: Gillespie, Clark, MD

What to Expect when you're Expecting: Hubry, Richard

Birthing the Babes of Light: Greenwell, Penelope

Having a Baby Naturally: O'Mara, Peggy

Heart and Hands, A Midwife's Guide to Pregnancy: Davis, Elizabeth

Healing Yourself During Pregnancy: Gardener, Joy


Herbs, Helps and Pressure Points for Pregnancy and Childbirth: Tarr, Katherine

The Secret Life of the Unborn Child: Thomas Verny, MD, John Kelly

Taming the Obstetrical Tiger: The Truth About Pregnancy and Childbirth: Robert Oliver, MD, PhD

Born to Live: Gladys T. McGarey, MD, MD(H)

Silent Knife: Nancy Wainer Cohen

A Difficult Decision: Joy Gardner

Home Birth: An Invitation and a Guide: Gilgoff, Alice

Ina May's Guide to Childbirth: Gaskin, Ina May

The Caesarean: Odent, Michael

Birthtrap: Brackbill, Yvonne, et al

Gentle Birth Choices: Harper, Barbara

Birthing From Within: England, Pam et al

Childbirth Wisdom: Goldsmith, Judith

The Farmer and the Obstetrician: Odent, Michael

The Experience of Childbirth: Kitzinger, Sheila

Artemis Speaks: Koehler, Nan

Childbirth Without Fear: Dick-Read, MD, Dick

Safe Alternatives in Childbirth: Stewart, Dick, et al.

The Cesarean Myth: Choosing the best way to have your baby: Rosen, Mortimer et al

Natural Childbirth the Bradley Way: McCutcheon-Rosegg, Susan et al.

Home Birth Traditional Safe Setting: Stewart, David Ph.d.

The Cesarean Birth Experience: Donavon, Bonnie

In Labor: Women & Power in the Birthplace: Rothmann, Barbara Katz

Safer Childbirth?: Tew, Majorie

The Cesarean Birth Experience: Donavon, Bonnie

Medications Used During Labor & Birth: Simkin, Penny

Safeguarding Motherood: DeLee, Sol T., MD

Birth Wisdom, Tricks of the Trade Vol 3: Tritten, Jan, Editor

Prolonged Labora Handbook: Tritten, Jan, Editor

The Shoulder Dystocia Handbook: Tritten, Jan, Editor

Special Delivery: Samples, Teresa A.

Childbearing Policy within a national health program...: Women's Institute for Childbearing


Ultra Sound? Unsound: Beech, Beverley et al

The Process of Giving Birth: Bolane, Jamie

Anatomy & Physiology Childbirth Classroom: Procter & Gamble

Collected Works II: The Pre-and Perinatal Treatment of Children and Adults: William R. Emerson, PhD

Remembering Our Home: Healing Hurts & Receiving Gifts from Conception to Birth: Sheila Fabricant Linn, William Emerson, Dennis Linn, Matthew Linn
Birth Trauma: The Psychological Effects of Obstetrical Interventions: William R. Emerson, PhD

Shock: A Universal Malady: Prenatal and Perinatal Origins of Sufferings: William R. Emerson, PhD

How Will I Know if I'm in Labor?: Jamie E. Bolane


Heart and Hands, 3rd Edition: Davis, Elizabeth

A Book for Midwives: Klein, Susan

Spiritual Midwifery: Gaskin, Ina May

Spiritual Midwifery, 3rd Edition: Gaskin, Ina May

A Midwife's Tale, The Life of Martha Ballard: Ulrich, Laurel Thatcher

Expert 10-Minute Physical Examining: Harold, Catherine et al., Editors

Nurturing Heart and Hands Midwifery Services: Smith, Melissa, Community Midwife


Childbirth Wisdom From the World's Oldest Societies: Goldsmith, Judith

Ina May's Guide to Childbirth: Gaskin, Ina May

Give Birth at Home with the Home Court Advantage: Eisenstein, Mayer, MD

The NAPSAC Directory of Alternative Birth Services, 13th Ed.: Smith, Penny

The NAPSAC Directory of Alternative Birth Services, 11th Ed.: Smith, Penny

Transitions: Reichman, Sylvia

Transitions: Reichman, Sylvia


Healing Passage, 5th Edition: Frye, Anne

Midwives: A Novel: Bohjalian, Chris


Paths to Becoming a Midwife, 3rd Ed.: Tritten, Jan, et al.
The Heart and Science of Homebirth: Cohen, Jill

Life of a Midwife: Tritten, Jan, Editor

Midwifery and Birth Politics: Mikkola, Cher, et al

Wisdom of the Midwives, Trick of the Trade: Midwifery Today

Midwives' Tales For Women's Ails: Blessed Herbs

Community Client Project: Pubanz, Kiorina

Sharing Midwifery Knowledge: Tritten, Jan, Editor

Practical Skills Guide for Midwifery: Weaver, Pam et al.

Midwifery Today, No. 25, Spring 1993: ed. Jan Tritten

A Guide to Midwifery Heart and Hands: Davis, Elizabeth

Maternity Nursing: Jean D. Neeson

Breastfeeding & Human Lactation: Riordan, Jan, et al.

Sore Nipples Prevention & Problem Solving: Biancuzzo, Marie

Helping Mothers Choose & Initiate Breastfeeding: Biancuzzo, Marie

Selling Out Mothers and Babies: Walker, Marsha

Breastfeeding & Human Lactation study guide: Coats, Mary-Margaret

How to Breastfeed your Baby: Renfrew, Mary et al

The Nursing Mother's Companion: Hugging, Kathleen

How my Breasts Saved the world: Lshapiro, Lisa Wood

Case Studies in Breastfeeding: Cadwell, Karen et al

Clinical Manual of Maternity Nursing: Neeson, Jean D.

The Womanly Art of Breastfeeding: La Leche League

The Womanly Art of Breastfeeding: La Leche League

Breastfeeding Conditions and Diseases: Merewood, Anne

Breastfeeding Today: Woessner, Candace et al
Impact of Birthing Practices on Breastfeeding: Kroeger, Mary

Birth and Breastfeeding: Odent, Michael


Medications & Mother's Milk, 11th Ed: Hale, Thomas W. Ph.D

Why Should I Nurse My Baby?: Wiggens, pamela

The Nursing Mother's Herbal: Humphrey, Sheila

Breastfeeding Pure & Simple: Gotsch, Gwen

Immunobiology of Human Milk: Hanson, Lars A.

Breastfeeding: Your Priceless Gift to Your Baby and Yourself: Regina Sara Ryan, Deborah Auletta, RN, CLE

Mother's Favourites: Catherine Young, ed

Birth and Breastfeeding: Odent, Michael

Evidence-Based guidelines for Breastfeeding Management: Int. Lactation Consultants

We Like to Nurse: Chia Martin

The Slow Gaining Breastfeeding Baby: Marsha Walker, Jeanne Watson Driscoll

How to Really Love your Child: Dr. Ross Campbell

The Borning Room: Paul Fleischman

Being w/ Babies Vol 1 (booklet): Wendy Anne McCarty, Ph.D

Being w/ Babies Vol 2 (booklet): Wendy Anne McCarty, Ph.D

What Mothers Should Know (booklet): Bureau of Child Support

The Fussy Baby: William Sears M.D.

Helping the Children: Anna Mandalakas, MD

Craig's Care of the Newly Born Infant: A.J. Keay & D.M. Morgan

Baby Massage: Soothing Strokes for Healthy Growth: Suzanne Reese

The Amazing Newborn: Making the Most of the First Few Weeks of Life: Marshall H. Klaus, MD, Phyllis H. Klaus, M.Ed, CSW
Neonatology: A Practical Guide: Alastair G. Philip

The Role of Early Experience in Infant Development: Nathan A. Fox, ed. Et al

Manual of Neonatal Care: John P Cloherty MD, ed. Et al

What Every Child Would Like His Parents to Know: Dr. Lee Salk

Handbook of Neonatology: Rita Harper MD & Jing Ja Yoon MD

A Family-Centered Approach to Optimizing Infant Development: Education Design

Textbook of Neonatal Resuscitation: American Heart Association, American Academy of Pediatrics

Children: How to Understand their Symptoms: Charles B. Clayman & Jeffrey R. M. Kunz, editors

After the Baby's Birth: A Woman's Way to Wellness: Robin Lim


A Child is Born: Miriam Furuhjelm, Axel Ingelman-Sundberg & Claes Wirsen

The Compleat Mother: Jan Tritten, editor

Mothering, : Winter 1990, #54

Mothering, : Winter 1992, #62

Mothering,: Winter 1994, #73

Mothering,: Spring 1995, #74

Mothering,: Fall 1995, #76

Birth Gazette,: Spring 1996, v. 12 #2

Handbook of Neonatology: Rita Harper MD & Jing Ja Yoon MD

Oneida Nation Parenting Program: Rhonda Carlson & Dr. Lisa M. Poupart

The Power of Touch in Labor and Infancy: Education Design

Neonatal Resuscitation Textbook, 4ed.: American Heart Association, American Academy of Pediatrics

Circumcision: An Overview for Parents: Brenda A. Scarpino

Doctors Re-examine Circumcision: Thomas J. Ritter MD & George C. Denniston MD
Maternal and Child Health Journal, v. 4 #3, September 2000

The Mind of Your Newborn Baby: David Chamberlain

The Mind of Your Newborn Baby: David Chamberlain

Being With Babies: What Babies are Teaching Us, vol. 2: Wendy Anne McCarty, PhD

Why war is never a good idea: Alice Walker

Will There be a Lap for Me?: Dorothy Corey, illustrated by Nancy Poydar

Farm a big fold-out book about colors: lori .c froeb

Powwow's Coming: Linda Boyden

The day I Swapped My dad for a Gold Fish: Neil Gaiman

Sounds of the wild Ocean: Maurice Pledger

Restricting Children's Behavior Workbook: International Network for Children and Families

Find the Differences: Warty (illustrator)

Mad Libs: Roger Price and Leonard Stern

Baby and Child Massage: Robert Toporek

Chicken Soup for the Kid's Soul 2: Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen, Patty Hansen, Irene Dunlap

Apppah David Chamberlain, ed.

Faith, Hope and Room for One More: Jerry & Sandy Tucker, Larry & Carol Troxell

The Continuum Concept: In Search of Happiness Lost: Jean Liedloff

Employed Mothers and Their Children: Jacqueline V. Lerner, Nancy L. Galambos

Kids are Worth It! Revised Edition: Barbara Coloroso

Children Who See Too Much: Lessons from the Child Witness to Violence Project: Betsy McAlister

Groves

Birth— Through Children's Eyes: Sandra VanDam Anderson, Penny Simkin

New Perspectives in Early Emotional Development: John G. Warhol, PhD., ed.

Is This Your Child's World?: Doris J. Rapp, M.D.

The Encyclopedia of Child Care and Guidance: Benjamin Spock, M.D., et al
Ear Problems in Children: Homeopathic Treatment: Randall Neustaedter, C.A.

Redirecting Children's Behavior 3rd edition, revised: Kathryn J. Kvols

Magical Child: Joseph Clinton Pearce

Respiratory Problems and Related Allergies in Children: Roy F. Goddard, M.D.

Sneaky Puzzles for Clever Kids: Isabella Riedler

Childhood Ear Infections: Michael A. Schmidt

Precious is His Sight: James & Sandy Tucker, Larry & Carol Troxell

Let's See...About Me: A Workbook of Fun Ways to Learn About Yourself: The Center for Applied Psychology, Inc.

Henry and Mudge and the Wild Wind: Cynthia Rylant

We Like to Move: Exercise is Fun: Elyse April with Regina Sara Ryan

Changing Children's Minds: Feuerstein's Revolution in the Teaching of Intelligence: Howard Sharron, Martha Coulter

Psychology with Infants and Children: William R. Emerson, PhD

Animal Sounds: Aurelius Battaglia

I Love Daddy: Lizi Boyd

Moose, Bear and Hummingbird: Susan Tone, Gabriel D'Luzansky, Mary Delaney

Childhood Diseases: Dr. John R. Christopher

Earthbabies: Ancient Wisdom for Modern Times: Wendy L. McCord, PhD

Help Yourself to a Healthy Home: US Department of Agriculture

Teaching Your Baby to Sign: Lora Heller

The Very Friendly Firefly: Jack Tickle

The Very Clever Crocodile: Jack Tickle

The Princess and the Kiss: A Story of God's Gift of Purity: Jennie Bishop

Make-Believe: Games and Activities for imaginative Play: Dorothy G Singer and Jerome L Singer

Mama Do You Love Me?: Barbara M. Joosse
My Body Belongs to Me: Channing Bete Co.

Sex: National Physicians Center

101 More Music Games for Children: Jerry Storm

Vaccination, Social Violence and Criminality: The Medical Assault on the American Brain: Harris L. Coulter

The Vaccine Guide: Making an Informed Choice: Randall Neustaedter, OMD

The Immunization Decision: A Guide for Parents: Randall Neustaedter

A Shot in the Dark: Why the P in the DPT Vaccination may be Hazardous to Your Child's Health: Harris L. Coulter, Barbara Loe Fisher

How to Legally Avoid Unwanted Immunizations of All Kinds: Humanitarian Publishing Co.

Vaccinations and Immune Malfunction: Harold E. Buttram, MD, John Chriss Hoffman

Vaccinations: The Issue of Our Times: Ed. Peggy O'Mara

Vaccines: Are They Really Safe and Effective?: Neil Z. Miller

What Every Parent Should Know About Childhood Immunization: Jamie Murphy

DPT: A Shot in the Dark: Harris L. Coulter, Barbara Loe Fisher

Vaccinations: Concerns and Alternatives: Patty Brennan

Vaccination? A Review of Risks and Alternatives: Isaac Golden

When Pregnancy Fails: Families Coping With Miscarriage, Still Birth and Infant Death: Susan Borg, Judith Lasker

What Your Doctor May Not Tell You About Premenopause: John R. Lee, MD, Jesse Hanley, MD, Virginia Hopkins

What Your Doctor May Not Tell You About Menopause: John R. Lee, MD, Virginia Hopkins

Dr. Susan Love's Menopause and Hormone Book: Susan M. Love, MD

Hysterectomy and Ovary Removal: Elizabeth Plourde, CLS, MA

Hysterectomy? The Best or Worst Thing That Ever Happened to Me?: Elizabeth Plourde, CLS, MA

Hysterectomy: Exploring Your Options: Edward E. Wallach, MD, Esther Eisenbert, MD, MPH
New Menopausal Years: The Wise Woman Way: Susan S. Weed
Menopause Made Easy: Carolle Jean-Murat, MD
Passages: Gail Sheehy
The Silent Passage: Menopause: Gail Sheehy
The Chaos of Menopause...is the only thing I haven't been able to blame on my mother: Alice Warder Seely
The Menopause Myth: Sheldon H. Cherry, MD
Pills That Don't Work: Sidney M. Wolfe, MD, Christopher M. Coley, Health Research Group
Medications and Mothers' Milk 1998-1999: Thomas Hale, PhD
Saunders Nursing Drug Handbook 2006: Barbara B. Hodgson, RN, OCN, Robert J. Kizior, BS, RPn
Saunders Nursing Drug Handbook 2005: Barbara B. Hodgson, RN, OCN, Robert J. Kizior, BS, RPn
Saunders Nursing Drug Handbook 2008: Barbara B. Hodgson, RN, OCN, Robert J. Kizior, BS, RPn
Consumer Dictionary of Medicines: Ruth Winter, MS
Women's Health Journal April-June 2001: Ampara Claro
A Woman's Addiction Workbook: Lisa M. Najavits, PhD
Worst Pills, Best Pills: Sidney M. Wolfe, MD, Larry D. Sasich, PharmD, MPH, Rose-Ellen Hope, R.Ph
Worst Pills, Best Pills Companion: Sidney M. Wolfe, MD, Larry D. Sasich, PharmD, MPH, Amer Kasim Ardati
Mosby's 2004 Drug Guide: David Nissen, PharmD, editor
Free to Care: Recovery for the Whole Family: Terence Williams, MA, Harold A Swift, ACSW
Hypoglycemia and Diabetes: Kurt W. Donsbach, DC, ND, PhD
HIV/STD Prevention Guidelines for Native American Communities: American Indians, Alaskan Natives, and Native Hawaiians: Anno Nakai, Dennis Manuelito, editors
Inventing the AIDS Virus: Peter H. Duesberg
A Guide to the Clinical Care of Women With HIV: Jean Anderson, MD, editor
You Can Do Something About AIDS: Sasha Alyson, editor

Basic Life Support Heartsaver Guide: American Heart Association

The Breast Cancer Wars: Barron H. Lerner, MD

Diabetes and Hypoglycemia: How You Can Benefit from Diet, Vitamins, Minerals, Herbs, Exercise, and other Natural Methods: Michael T. Murray, ND

Women Living With Fibromyalgia: Mari Skelly

The Cancer Journals: Special Edition: Audre Lorde

The Baby Team: A Positive Approach to Pregnancy with Diabetes: Donald R. Coustan, MD, Sheila Garvey, RN

Healing Fibroids: A Doctor's Guide to a Natural Cure: Allan Warshowsky, MD, Elena Oumano

How to Watch and Control Blood Pressure: Aaron E. Klein

Where There is No Dentist: Murray Dickson


Growth Hormone: Reversing Human Aging Naturally: James Jamieson, Dr. L.E. Dorman, Valerie Marriott

Ask Dr. Weil: Andrew Weil, MD

Helping Children Who Are Blind: Sandy Niemann, Namita Jacobs

Skin Disease: Diagnosis and Treatment: Thomas P. Habif


Diagnosis in Color: Sexually Transmitted Diseases, 2nd edition: Anthony Wisdom, MB, BS, David A Hawkins, BSc, FRCP

Dr. Carey Reams Health Guide for Survival: Salem Kirban

Dr. Donsbach Tells You What You Need to Know About High Blood Pressure: Kurt W. Donsbach, DC, ND, PhD

High Blood Pressure: Shuman, Saunders, Hall

Community Pharmacy Summer 1993: WSA Community Pharmacy

"Basic Life Support Heartsaver Guide: A Student Guide
For CPR and First Aid for Choking: American Heart Association

Inventing the AIDS Virus: Peter H. Duesberg

Professional Guide to Signs and Symptoms, 4th ed.: Lippincott Williams and Wilkins


The Power of Now: Eckhart Tolie

Body Outlaws: Ophira Edut, ed

Cure for the Common Life: Max Lucado

Cure for the Common Life Small Group Study: Max Lucado

A New Earth: Awakening to Your Life’s Purpose: Eckhart Tolie

"Positive Words, Powerful Results: Simple Ways to Honor,

Affirm, and Celebrate Life": Hal Urban


Smart for Life: How to Improve Your Brain Power at Any Age: Michael D. Chafetz, PhD

17 Lies That Are Holding You Back and The Truth That Will Set You Free: Steve Chandler

Math Puzzles and Games: Michael Holt

Who's in the Mirror? Finding the Real Me: Ron Herron, Val J. Peter

No Body's Perfect: Stories About Body Image, Self-Acceptance and the Search for Identity: Kimberly Kirberger

Ten Stupid Things Women Do To Mess Up Their Lives: Dr. Laura Schlessinger


The Gentle Art of Verbal Self-Defense: Suzette Haden Elgin

1001 Ways to Energize Employees: Bob Nelson

How to Forgive When You Can’t Forget: Healing Our Personal Relationships: Charles Klein

Why I Love You: 100 Reasons: Gregory E. Lang

Self-Sabotage: How to Stop it and Soar to Success: Martha Baldwin, MSSW
Reading People: How to Understand People and Predict Their Behavior-Anytime, Anyplace: Jo-Ellen Dimitrius, PhD, Mark Mazzarella

Verbal Judo: The Gentle Art of Persuasion: George J. Thompson, PhD, Jerry B. Jenkins

Big Russ & Me: Father & Son: Lessons of Life: Tim Russert

Life's Little Instruction Book: H. Jackson Brown, Jr.

Tongue Fu! How to Deflect, Disarm and Diffuse Any Verbal Conflict: Sam Horn

The Biology of Transcendence: A Blueprint of the Human Spirit: Joseph Chilton Pearce

Science and Human Transformation: Subtle Energies, Intentionality and Consciousness: William A. Tiller, PhD

Some Science Adventures With Real Magic: William A. Tiller, PhD, Walter E. Dibble, PhD, J. Gregory Fandel

Conscious Arts of Creation: The Emergence of a New Physics: William A. Tiller, PhD, Walter E. Dibble, PhD, Michael J. Kohane, PhD

The Tiny Warrior: A Path to Personal Discovery and Achievement: DJ Eagle Bear Vanas

How to Win Friends and Influence People: Dale Carnegie

City Dharma: Keeping Your Cool in the Chaos: Arthur Jeon

What Do You Stand For? A Guide to Building Character: Barbara A. Lewis

Inspired Dating: What Every Woman Needs to Know: Hartley C. Bishop

Finding True Love: The 4 Essential Keys of Discovering the Love of Your Life: Daphne Rose Kingma

A Year of Living Consciously: Gay Hendricks

Primal Leadership: Learning to Lead With Emotional Intelligence: Daniel Goleman, Richard Boyatzis, Ann McKee

Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul Journal: Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen, Kimberly Kirberger

Love Talk: Speak Each Other's Language Like You Never Have Before: Drs. Les and Leslie Parrott

Keep Your Brain Active: 83 Neurobic Exercises to Help Prevent Memory Loss and Increase Mental Fitness: Lawrence C. Katz, PhD, Manning Rubin

Magic Words: 101 Ways to Talk Your Way Through Life's Changes: Howard Kaminsky, Alexandra Penney
20-Minute Retreats: Revive Your Spirits in Just Minutes a Day with Simple Self-Led Exercises: Rachel Harris, PhD

Emotional Intelligence: Why it Can Matter More Than IQ: Daniel Goleman

Women's Ways of Knowing: The Development of Self, Voice and Mind Clinchy: Nancy Rule

Goldberger, Jill Mattuck Tarule

Quick Team-Building Activities for Busy Managers: Brian Cole Miller

Organizing for the Creative Person: Right-Brain Styles for Conquering Clutter, Mastering Time and Reaching Your Goals: Dorothy Lehmkuhl, Dolores Cotter Lamping, CSW

Mighty Mind Maze: A Mindbending Revolution: John Bremner

Romance 101: Dr. Allen D. Unruh

You Are The Love I Want: Lois Wyse

I Do! I Do! From the Veil to the Vows--How Classic Wedding Traditions Came to Be: Susan Waggoner

Fight Fair! Winning at Conflict Without Losing at Love: Tim and Joy Downs

What Makes a Man Feel Loved: Understanding What Your Husband Really Wants: Bob Barnes

Divorce-Busting: a Step-by-Step Approach to Making Your Marriage Loving Again: Michelle Weiner-Davis

Fighting for Your Marriage: Howard J. Markham, Scott M. Stanley, Susan L. Blumberg

Public Vows: A History of Marriage and the Nation: Nancy F. Cott

Bridges Out of Poverty: Strategies for Professionals and Communities: Ruby K. Payne, PhD, Philip E. DeVol, Terie Dreussi Smith

Bridges Out of Poverty: Strategies for Professionals and Communities: Ruby K. Payne, PhD, Philip E. DeVol, Terie Dreussi Smith

A Framework for Understanding Poverty: Ruby K. Payne, PhD.

Crossing the Tracks for Love: What to do When You and Your Partner Grew Up in Different Worlds: Ruby K. Payne, PhD.

Sacred Rights: The Case for Contraception and Abortion in World Religions: Daniel C. Maguire

American Indian Love Stories: Traditional Stories of Love and Romance from Tribes Across America: Herman Grey
Our Stories Remember: American Indian History, Culture and Values Through Storytelling: Joseph Bruchac

Wokini: A Lakota Journey to Happiness and Self-Understanding: Billy Mills with Nicholas Sparks

The Bonsai Tree: Meira Chand

Abuse Prevention Among American Indian and Alaskan Native Communities: Issues in Cultural Competence: US Department of Health and Human Services

Biopiracy: The Plunder of Nature and Knowledge: Vandana Shiva

The Scalpel and the Silver Bear: The First Navajo Woman Surgeon Combines Western Medicine and Traditional Healing: Lori Arviso Alvord, MD, Elizabeth Cohen Van Pelt

Indigenous American Women: Decolonization, Empowerment, Activism: Devon Abbot Mihesuah

Confronting Environmental Racism: Voices from the Grassroots ed.: Robert D. Bullard

Regulating the Lives of Women: Social Welfare Policy from Colonial Times to the Present: Mimi Abramovitz

Resource Rebels: Native Challenges to Mining and Oil Corporation: Al Gedicks

Spider Woman's Web: Traditional Native American Tales About Women's Power: Susan Hazen-Hammond

New Voices from the Longhouse: An Anthology of Contemporary Iroquois Writing ed.: Joseph Bruchac

Returning to the Teachings: Exploring Aboriginal Justice: Rupert Ross

American Indian Medicine: Virgil J. Vogel

Dangerous Intersections: Feminist Perspectives on Population, Environment and Development ed.: Jael Silliman, Ynestra King


Braid of Feathers: American Indian Law and Contemporary Tribal Life: Frank Pommersheim

Through the Eye of the Deer: An Anthology of Native American Women Writers ed.: Carolyn Dunn, Carol Comfort

The Healing Blanket: Stories, Values and Poetry from Ojibwe Elders and Teachers: Gina Jones, Maryellen Baker, Mildren 'Tinker' Schuman
Pauline: A Biography of Pauline Johnson: Betty Keller

Freddie Came Home and Other Coyote Tales: Patricia Phillips

Indian Use of Wild Plants for Crafts, Food, Medicine and Charms: F. Densmore

Iroquois Women: An Anthology: ed. WG Spittal

Wounded Warriors: A Time for Healing: Doyle Arbogast

Beyond the Storm: Gladys D. Milton with Christine BJ Fulwylie

Daughters of the Earth: The Lives and Legends of American Indian Women: Carloytn Niethammer

Native Healing: Four Sacred Paths to Health WF: Peate, MD, MPH

My Heart Soars: Chief Dan George

The Land Looks After Us: A History of Native American Religion: Joel W. Martin

My Spirit Soars: Chief Dan George

Myths, Legends, Superstitions of North American Indian Tribes Going Back: Chiltoskey

American Indian Prophecies: Conversations with Chasing Deer: Kurt Kaltreider, PhD

The Indians in American Society from the Revolutionary War to the Present: Francis Paul Prucha

Sisters in Spirit: Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) Influence on Early American Feminists: Sally Roesch Wagner

Native American Dance Ceremonies and Social Traditions: ed. Charlotte Heth

Native American Expressive Culture: National Museum of the American Indian

...If You Lived with the Iroquois: Ellen Levine

Children of the Indian Boarding Schools: Holly Littlefield

The Mud People: Chronicles, Testimonials and Remembrances: Patrisia Gonzales

Native American Courtship and Marriage Traditions: Leslie Gourse


Menominee Tribal History Guide: Menominee Historic Preservation Department

Being With Him Made Us Happy: Loretta V. Metoxen

Lost Ground: Welfare Reform, Poverty and Beyond: Randy Albelda, Ann Withorn
Water Wars: Privatization, Pollution and Profit: Vandana Shiva

Brown: The Last Discovery of America: Richard Rodriguez

The Rights of Indians and Tribes: Stephan L. Pevar

Stolen Life: The Journey of a Cree Woman: Rudy Wiebe, Yvonne Johnson

Indian School: Teaching the White Man's Ways: Michael L. Cooper

Encyclopedia of American Indian Contributions to the World: Emory Dean Keoke, Kay Marie Porterfield


Native People, Jul/Aug 2003, v. XVI no. 5 ed.: Daniel Gibson

From Rage to Hope: Strategies for Reclaiming Black and Hispanic Students: Crystal Kuykendall

One Nation, Many Tribes: How Kids Live in Milwaukee's Indian Community: Kathleen Krull

Sowing Seeds of Knowledge: Native Artists in the Schools: Oneida Nation Arts

Parents in Aboriginal Head Start: Rose Sones

Coyote Wisdom: The Power of Story in Healing Lewis: Mehl-Madrona, MD, PhD

A Cherokee Feast of Days Volume II: Daily Meditations: Joyce Sequichie Hifler

The Heartbeat of Turtle Island: NIYLP

The Promised Land: Fungchatou T. Lo

The Red Tent: Anita Diamant

Atlas of the North American Indian: Carl Waldman

Making a Way Out of No Way: Monica Coleman

Children of the Dragonfly: Robert Bensen, Ed.

While the Locust Slept: Peter Razor

Meditations With Native American Elders: Don Coyhis

Survivance: Gerald Vizenor, Ed.

Children Left Behind: Tim Giago

Peace Power Righteousness: Taiaiake Alfred
For Indigenous Eyes Only: Wilson Yellow Bird

Everyman's Battle: Stephen Arterburn, Fred Stoeker, Mike Yorkey

Health Promotion & Substance Abuse Prevention Among American Indian and Alaska Native Communities: U.S. Department of Health & Human Services

The Little Book of Circle Processes: Kay Pranis

The State of Native Nations: Harvard Project

Grandmothers Counsel the World: Carol Schaefer

Medicine Trail: The Life & Lessons of Gladys Tantaquidgeon: Melissa Jayne Fawcett

Kalihiwi - Yo (The Good Message): Huron Miller

Ukwehuwehneha Yukwatliliswaht^tye-tu

Chronology of Events: Research on Oneidas in Wisconsin: Susan G. Daniels

Understanding the Purpose of Life: 12 Teachings of Native Youth: Don Coyhis

Pyramid Rising: Now Elevation Begins: De ' Shawn L. Ewing

Racism in America: The History of Institutional Racism Against Native Americans in the United States: International Committee of the Indigenous Women's Network

A Guide for Friends and Family of Sexual Violence Survivors: Pennsylvania Coalition Against Rape

Kissed the Girls and Made Them Cry: Helping Children Understand Sexism in Our Society: Janet Ruth Falon

Teen’s Guide to Personal Safety and Preventing Sexual Abuse: Catalina Hermerias

Landscapes of Abuse: Transforming Feminine Spirit from Powerlessness to Purpose, Companion: Meta Claire Commerse

Kinsey: Crimes and Consequences: Judith A. Reisman, PhD.

The Survivor’s Guide to Sex: How to Have an Empowered Sex Life After Childhood Sexual Abuse: Staci Haines

An Altar of Words, Wisdom, Comfort and Inspiration: Bylyye Avery

Where I Stopped: Remembering Rape at Thirteen: Martha Ramsey

Last Woman Standing: Winona LaDuke
Landscapes of Abuse: Transforming Feminine Spirit from Powerlessness to Purpose, Companion: Meta Claire Commerse

The Kinsey Corruption: An Expose on the Most "Influential" Scientist of Our Time: Susan Brinkmann

Sexual and Reproductive Health: A New Approach with Communities: International Planned Parenthood Federation

Defending Reproductive Rights: An Activist Resource Kit: Political Research Associates


Kinsey: Crimes and Consequences: Judith A. Reisman, PhD.

Women in Shadow and Light: Journeys from Abuse to Healing: Jan Goff-LaFontaine

Is it Really Love? How to Tell The difference Between Healthy and Abusive Relationships: EPA, a division of the California Family Health Council, Inc.

Free Yourself from an Abusive Relationship: 7 Steps to Taking Back Your Life: Andrea Lissette, MA, CDVC, Richard Krause, PhD

Why Does He Do That? Inside the Minds of Angry and Controlling Men: Lundy Bancroft

Act on Life Not on Anger: Gerog J. Eifert, et al

When Dad Hurts Mom: Helping Your Children Heal the Wounds of Witnessing Abuse: Lundy Bancroft

The Power of Abstinence: Kristine Napier

Brown County Area Community Resource Handbook: UW-Extension

Consumer Dictionary of Food Additives: Ruth Winter

Consumer Dictionary of Cosmetic Ingredients: Ruth Winter

Community Pharmacy Summer 1993 WSA Community Pharmacy

Basic Life Support Heartsaver Guide: A Student Guide for CPR and First Aid for Choking American Heart Association

Inventing the AIDS Virus Peter H. Duesberg

Three Medical Experts Tell You Everything You Need to Know About High Blood Pressure: Neil B. Shulman, MD, Elijah Saunders, MD, W. Dallas Hall, MD

Professional Guide to Signs and Symptoms, 4th ed.: Lippincott Williams and Wilkins

The National Plan to Eliminate Syphilis from the United States  Division of STD Prevention, National Center for HIV, STD and TB Protection.: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

2000 National STD Prevention Conference: Program and Abstracts: Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

The Revolution Will Not Be Funded-Beyond the Nonprofit Industrial Complex, Incite! : Women of Color Against Violence

Make Lemonade: Virginia Euwer Wolff

Uncle John's Curiously Compelling Bathroom Reader: Bathroom Reader's Institute

Coverations with god: Neale donald walsch

Hidden Messages in Water: Masaru Emoto

Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul II: Canfield/Hanson/Hawthorne/shimoff

a whole new mid: Daniel H. Pink

Chicken Soup for the Mother's Soul: Canfield/Hanson/Hawthorne/shimoff

a whole new mid: Daniel H. Pink

Journer : John p. Cock

Entering the Castle: Caroline myss

the brain that changes itself: norman doidge

The Mastery of Love: don guel ruiz

at one with the heart of creation: John p. Cock

Spirit Journal Volume 5: John p. Cock

Grandma's Best Full-size Quilt Blocks: Better Homes and Gardens

The Power of Now: Eckhart Tolle

Body Outlaws: Ophira Edut, ed.

Cure for the Common Life: Max Lucado

Cure for the Common Life Small Group Study: Max Lucado
Awakening to Your Life’s Purpose: Eckhart Tolle

Positive Words, Powerful Results: Simple Ways to Honor, Affirm, and Celebrate Life: Hal Urban


Smart for Life: How to Improve Your Brain Power at Any Age: Michael D. Chafetz, PhD

17 Lies That Are Holding You Back and the Truth That Will Set You Free: Steve Chandler

Math Puzzles and Games: Michael Holt

Who's In the Mirror? Finding the Real Me: Ron Herron, Val J. Peter

No Body's Perfect: Stories About Body Image, Self-Acceptance and the Search for Identity: Kimberly Kirberger

Ten Stupid Things Women Do To Mess Up Their Lives: Dr. Laura Schlessinger


The Gentle Art of Verbal Self-Defense: Suzette Haden Elgin

1001 Ways to Energize Employees: Bob Nelson

How to Forgive When You Can't Forget: Healing Our Personal Relationships: Charles Klein

Why I Love You: 100 Reasons: Gregory E. Lang

Self-Sabotage: How to Stop it and Soar to Success: Martha Baldwin, MSSW

Reading People: How to Understand People and Predict Their Behavior--Anytime, Anyplace: Jo-Ellen Dimitrius, PhD, Mark Mazzarella

Verbal Judo: The Gentle Art of Persuasion: George J. Thompson, PhD, Jerry B. Jenkins

Big Russ & Me: Father & Son: Lessons of Life: Tim Russert

Life's Little Instruction Book: H. Jackson Brown, Jr.

Tongue Fu! How to Deflect, Disarm and Diffuse Any Verbal Conflict: Sam Horn

The Biology of Transcendence: A Blueprint of the Human Spirit: Joseph Chilton Pearce

Science and Human Transformation: Subtle Energies, Intentionality and Consciousness: William A. Tiller, PhD
Some Science Adventures with Real Magic: William A. Tiller, PhD, Walter E. Dibble, PhD, J. Gregory Fandel

Conscious Acts of Creation: The Emergence of a New Physics: William A Tiller, PhD, Walter E. Dibble, PhD, Michael J. Kohane, PhD

The Tiny Warrior: A Path to Personal Discovery and Achievement: DJ Eagle Bear Vanas

How to Win Friends and Influence People: Dale Carnegie

City Dharma: Keeping Your Cool in the Chaos: Arthur Jeon

What Do You Stand For? A Guide to Building Character: Barbara A. Lewis

Inspired Dating: What Every Woman Needs to Know: Hartley C. Bishop

Finding True Love: The 4 Essential Keys of Discovering the Love of Your Life: Daphne Rose Kingma

A Year of Living Consciously: Gay Hendricks

Chicken Soup for the Teenage Soul Journal: Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen, Kimberly Kirberger

Love Talk: Speak Each Other's Language Like You Never Have Before: Drs. Les and Leslie Parrott

Keep Your Brain Active: 83 Neurobic Exercises to Help Prevent Memory Loss and Increase Mental Fitness: Lawrence C. Katz, PhD, Manning Rubin

Magic Words: 101 Ways to Talk Your Way Through Life's Changes: Howard Kaminsky, Alexandra Penney

20-Minute Retreats: Revive Your Spirits in Just Minutes a Day with Simple Self-Led Exercises: Rachel Harris, PhD

Emotional Intelligence: Why it Can Matter More Than IQ: Daniel Goleman

Women's Ways of Knowing: The Development of Self, Voice and Mind: Mary Field Belenky, Blythe McVicker Clinchy, Nancy Rule Goldberger, Jill Mattuck Tarule

Quick Team-Building Activities for Busy Managers: Brian Cole Miller

Organizing for the Creative Person: Right-Brain Styles for Conquering Clutter, Mastering Time and Reaching Your Goals: Dorothy Lehmkuhl, Dolores Cotter Lamping, CSW

Mighty Mind Maze: A Mindbending Revolution: John Bremner

Why Marriage Matters: Glenn T. Stanton

Romance 101: Dr. Allen D. Unruh
You are the Love I Want: Lois Wyse

I Do! I Do! From the Veil to the Vows-- How Classic Wedding Traditions Came to Be: Susan Waggoner

Fight Fair! Winning at Conflict Without Losing at Love: Tim and Joy Downs

What Makes a Man Feel Loved: Understanding What Your Husband Really Wants: Bob Barnes

Divorce-Busting: A Step-by-Step Approach to Making Your Marriage Loving Again: Michelle Weiner-Davis

Fighting for Your Marriage: Howard J. Markman, Scott M. Stanley, Susan L. Blumberg

Public Vows: A History of Marriage and the Nation: Nancy F. Cott

While the Locust Slept: Peter Razor

Wasase: Indigenous Pathways of Action and Freedom: Taiaiake Alfred

Making a Way Out of No Way: Monica A. Coleman

The Little Book of Circle Processes: Kay Pranis

Peace, Power, Righteousness: Taiaiake Alfred

Children Left Behind: Tim Giago

The State of the Native Nations: Harvard Project on American Indian Economic Development

Survivance: Narratives of Native Presence: Gerald Vizenor

Children of the Dragonfly: Robert Bensen

Bridges Out of Poverty: Strategies for Professionals and Communities: Ruby K. Payne, PhD, Philip E. DeVol, Terie Dreussi Smith

Bridges Out of Poverty: Strategies for Professionals and Communities: Ruby K. Payne, PhD, Philip E. DeVol, Terie Dreussi Smith

A Framework for Understanding Poverty: Ruby K. Payne, PhD

Crossing the Tracks for Love: What to do When You and Your Partner Grew Up in Different Worlds: Ruby K. Payne, PhD

Crossing the Tracks for Love: What to do When You and Your Partner Grew Up in Different Worlds: Ruby K. Payne, PhD

Sacred Rights: The Case for Contraception and Abortion in World Religions: ed. Daniel C. Maguire
American Indian Love Stories: Traditional Stories of Love and Romance from Tribes Across America: Herman Grey

Our Stories Remember: American Indian History, Culture and Values Through Storytelling: Joseph Bruchac

Wokini: A Lakota Journey to Happiness and Self-Understanding: Billy Mills with Nicholas Sparks

The Bonsai Tree: Meira Chand

Cultural Competence Series: Health Promotion and Substance Abuse Prevention Among American Indian and Alaskan Native Communities: Issues in Cultural Competence: US Department Of Health and Human Services

Biopiracy: The Plunder of Nature and Knowledge: Vandana Shiva

The Scalpel and the Silver Bear: The First Navajo Woman Surgeon Combines Western Medicine and Traditional Healing: Lori Arviso Alvord, MD, Elizabeth Cohen Van Pelt

Indigenous American Women: Decolonization, Empowerment, Activism: Devon Abbot Mihesuah

Indigenous American Women: Decolonization, Empowerment, Activism: Devon Abbot Mihesuah

Confronting Environmental Racism: Voices from the Grassroots: ed. Robert D. Bullard

Regulating the Lives of Women: Social Welfare Policy from Colonial Times to the Present: Mimi Abramovitz

Resource Rebels: Native Challenges to Mining and Oil Corporation: Al Gedicks

Spider Woman's Web: Traditional Native American Tales About Women's Power: Susan Hazen-Hammond

New Voices from the Longhouse: An Anthology of Contemporary Iroquois Writing: ed. Joseph Bruchac

Returning to the Teachings: Exploring Aboriginal Justice: Rupert Ross

Returning to the Teachings: Exploring Aboriginal Justice: Rupert Ross

American Indian Medicine: Virgil J. Vogel


Braid of Feathers: American Indian Law and Contemporary Tribal Life: Frank Pommersheim
Through the Eye of the Deer: An Anthology of Native American Women Writers eds: Carolyn Dunn, Carol Comfort

The Healing Blanket: Stories, Values and Poetry from Ojibwe Elders and Teachers: Gina Jones, Maryellen Baker, Mildren 'Tinker' Schuman

Pauline: A Biography of Pauline Johnson: Betty Keller

Freddie Came Home and Other Coyote Tales: Patricia Phillips

Indian Use of Wild Plants for Crafts, Food, Medicine and Charms: F. Densmore

Iroquois Women: An Anthology ed.: WG Spittal

Wounded Warriors: A Time for Healing: Doyle Arbogast

Beyond the Storm: Gladys D. Milton with Christine BJ Fulwylie

Daughters of the Earth: The Lives and Legends of American Indian Women: Carolyn Niethammer

Native Healing: Four Sacred Paths to Health: WF Peate, MD, MPH

My Heart Soars: Chief Dan George

The Land Looks After Us: A History of Native American Religion: Joel W. Martin

My Spirit Soars: Chief Dan George

Myths, Legends, Superstitions of North American Indian Tribes Going Back: Chiltoskey

American Indian Prophecies: Conversations with Chasing Deer: Kurt Kaltreider, PhD

The Indians in American Society from the Revolutionary War to the Present: Francis Paul Prucha

Sisters in Spirit: Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) Influence on Early American Feminists: Sally Roesch Wagner

Native American Dance Ceremonies and Social Traditions ed.: Charlotte Heth

Native American Expressive Culture: National Museum of the American Indian

...If You Lived with the Iroquois: Ellen Levine

Children of the Indian Boarding Schools: Holly Littlefield

The Mud People: Chronicles, Testimonials and Remembrances: Patrisia Gonzales

Native American Courtship and Marriage Traditions: Leslie Gourse

Menominee Tribal History Guide: Menominee Historic Preservation Department

Being With Him Made Us Happy: Loretta V. Metoxen

Lost Ground: Welfare Reform, Poverty and Beyond eds.: Randy Albelda, Ann Withorn

Water Wars: Privatization, Pollution and Profit: Vandana Shiva

Brown: The Last Discovery of America: Richard Rodriguez

The Rights of Indians and Tribes: Stephen L. Pevar

Stolen Life: The Journey of a Cree Woman: Rudy Wiebe, Yvonne Johnson

Indian School: Teaching the White Man's Ways: Michael L. Cooper

Encyclopedia of American Indian Contributions to the World: Emory Dean Keoke, Kay Marie Porterfield


Native People, Jul/Aug 2003, v. XVI no. 5: ed. Daniel Gibson

From Rage to Hope: Strategies for Reclaiming Black and Hispanic Students: Crystal Kuykendall

One Nation, Many Tribes: How Kids Live in Milwaukee's Indian Community: Kathleen Krull

Sowing Seeds of Knowledge: Native Artists in the Schools: Oneida Nation Arts

Parents in Aboriginal Head Start: Rose Sones

Coyote Wisdom: The Power of Story in Healing: Lewis Mehl-Madrona, MD, PhD

for indigenous eyes only a decolonization handbook: Wilson and yellow bird

understanding the purpose of life 12 teachings for native youth: Don I. coyhis

chronology of events research on oneidas in Wisconsin: Susan G. Daniels

everyman's battle: Arterburn stoeker

Our Stories Remember: American Indian History, Culture and Values Through Storytelling: Joseph Bruchac

race relations today: Alan dutton

A Cherokee Feast of Days Volume II: Daily Meditations: Joyce Sequichie Hifler
boarding school blue: trafzer, keller, and sisquoc

meditations with native american elders: Don I. coyhis

grandmothers counsel the world: Carol shaefer

ukwehuwehneha yukwatlihwah tye-tu: National Museum of the American Indian

the good message: Huron miller

The Heartbeat of Turtle Island: NIYLP

medicine trail: melissa jayne fawcett

The Promised Land: Fungchatou T. Lo

The Red Tent: Anita Diamant

Atlas of the North American Indian: Carl Waldman

Sexual Violence in Disasters: Alisa Klein

Secrets that Hurt-Sexual Abuse Activity Book: Jim and Joan Boulden

Racism in America: The History of Institutional Racism Against Native Americans in the United States: International Committee of the Indigenous Women's Network

A Guide for Friends and Family of Sexual Violence Survivors: Pennsylvania Coalition Against Rape

Kissed the Girls and Made Them Cry: Helping Children Understand Sexism in Our Society: Janet Ruth Falon

Teen's Guide to Personal Safety and Preventing Sexual Abuse: Catalina Hermerias

Landscapes of Abuse: Transforming Feminine Spirit from Powerlessness to Purpose, Companion: Meta Claire Commerse

Kinsey: Crimes & Consequences: Judith A Reisman, PhD.

The Survivor's Guide to Sex: How to Have an Empowered Sex Life After Childhood Sexual Abuse: Staci Haines

An Altar of Words, Wisdom, Comfort and Inspiration: Byllye Avery

Where I Stopped: Remembering Rape at Thirteen: Martha Ramsey

Last Woman Standing: Winona LaDuke
Landscapes of Abuse: Transforming Feminine Spirit from Powerlessness to Purpose: Meta Claire Commerse

The Kinsey Corruption: An Expose on the Most "Influential" Scientist of Our Time: Susan Brinkmann

Sexual and Reproductive Health: A New Approach with Communities: International Planned Parenthood Federation

Defending Reproductive Rights: An Activist Resource Kit: Political Research Associates


Women in Shadow and Light: Journeys from Abuse to Healing: Jan Goff-LaFontaine

Is it Really Love? How to Tell the Difference Between Healthy and Abusive Relationships: EPA, a division of the California Family Health Council, Inc.

Free Yourself from an Abusive Relationship: 7 Steps to Taking Back Your Life: Andrea Lissette, MA, CDVC, Richard Krause, PhD

Why Does He Do That? Inside the Minds of Angry and Controlling Men: Lundy Bancroft

Act on Life not on anger: Gerog H. Eifert, et al

When Dad Hits Mom: Helping Your Children Heal the Wounds of Witnessing Abuse: Lundy Bancroft

The Power of Abstinence: Kristine Napier

Undivided Rights: Women of Color Organize for Reproductive Justice: Silliman/Fried/Ross/Gutierrez

Lesbian Health Matters: O'donnell/Leoffler/Pollock/Saunders

Women's Encyclopedia of Health and Emotional Healing: Foley and Nechas

The Women's Guide to Total Self Esteem: Stephanie Dillon

Women's Intuition: Paula Reeves PhD.

Why There Are No Good Men Left: Barbara Dafoe Whitehead

A Reproductive Health Agenda for Women of Color: Sister Song

Wive's Tales: Blood Sisters

In the Eye of the Storm: Sofia Quintero

The African American Women's Guide to a Healthy Heart: Anne L. Taylor
A Smart Girl's Guide to Friendship Troubles: Patti Kelley Criswell

Zoom: istvan banyai

zoom: istvan banyai

agile retrospectives making good teams great: esther derby diana larsen

Brown County Area Community Resource Handbook: UW-Extension

Consumer Dictionary of Food Additives: Ruth Winter

Consumer Dictionary of Cosmetic Ingredients: Ruth Winter

fragile freedoms: berger

big lies: joe conason

vaccine A: gary matsumoto

the red book: meaghan Delahunt

there are no children here: alex kotlowitz

The Gift of Fear and Other Survival Signs that Protect Us From Violence: Gavin DeBecker

Into The Light: A Guide for Abused Women, : 3rd edition JIST Life

Surviving Domestic Violence: Voices of Women Who Broke Free: Elaine Weiss, EdD

The Batterer As Parent: Addressing the Impact of Domestic Violence on Family Dynamics: Lundy Bancroft, Jay G. Silverman

The Emotionally Abused Woman: Overcoming Destructive Patterns and Reclaiming Yourself: Beverly Engel, MFCC

Losing Your Pounds of Pain: Breaking the Link Between Abuse, Stress and Overeating: Doreen Virtue, PhD

Conquest: Sexual Violence and American Indian Genocide: Andrea Smith

Helping Teens Stop the Violence: A Practical Guide for Counselors, Educators and Parents: Allan Creighton, Battered Women’s Alternatives with Paul Kivel, Oakland Men’s Project

Crafting Bi/Homosexual Youth: Dr. Judith Reisman

Kissed the Girls and Made Them Cry: Why Women Lose When They Give In: Lisa Bevere
May I Kiss You? A Candid Look at Dating, Communication, Respect and Sexual Assault Awareness: Michael J. Domritz

The Best Sex You Never Had: Katherine Peacocke

Dateable: Are You? Are They?: Justin Lookadoo, Hayley DiMarco

Standing With Courage: Confronting Tough Decisions About Sex: Mary-Louise Kurey

Talking to Your Kids About Sex: How to Have a Lifetime of Age-Appropriate Conversations with Your Child About Healthy Sexuality: Mark Laaser, PhD

Talking to Your Kids About Sex: How to Have a Lifetime of Age-Appropriate Conversations with Your Child About Healthy Sexuality: Mark Laaser, PhD

The Underground Guide to Teenage Sexuality, 2nd ed.: Michael J. Basso


Sex: Kids’ Questions--Parents’ Answers: National Physicians Center for Family Resources

Sexual Wisdom: A Guide for Parents, Young Adults, Educators and Physicians: Richard Wetzel, MD

Epidemic: How Teen Sex is Killing Our Kids: Meg Meeker, MD

A Return to Modesty: Discovering the Lost Virtue: Wendy Shalit


The Five Languages of Teenagers: Gary Chapman

Questions Kids Ask About Sex: Honest Answers for Every Age: Melissa R. Cox, ed.

Relationship Intelligence: Why Your RQ is More Important to Your Success and Happiness Than Your IQ: Richard A. Panzer

If You Really Loved Me: Jason Evert

The Mating Game: In Search of the Meaning of Sex: John Gribbin, Jeremy Cherfas

Hooking Up: Tom Wolfe

The Politics of Contraception: Carl D. Jerassi

And the Bride Wore White: Seven Secrets to Sexual Purity: Dannah Gresh

Where Women Have No Doctor: A Health Guide for Women: A. August Burns, Ronnie Lovich, Jane Maxwell, Katharine Shapiro

Reproductive Tract Infections: Global Impact and Priorities for Women's Reproductive Health: Adrienne Germain, King K Holmes, Peter Piot, Judith N. Wasserheit


Our Bodies, Ourselves: For the New Century: The Boston Women's Health Book Collective

Women's Encyclopedia of Natural Medicine: Alternative Therapies and Integrative Medicine: Tori Hudson, ND

Indigenous Women's Health Book: Within the Sacred Circle: Charon Asetoyer, MA, Katharine Cronk, PhD, Samantha Hewakapuge, MA

Natural Healing for Women: Caring for Yourselves with Herbs, Homeotherapy and Essential Oils: Susan Curtis, Romy Fraser

Listening to Community Voices: Improving Reproductive Health: Center for Health Training

Cut: Patricia McCormick

In the Eye of the Storm: A Latina Women's Health Action Agenda: National Latina Health Organization

Wives Tales: Blood Sisters

Our Bodies, Ourselves: A Book By and For Women: Boston Women's Health Book Collective

A Reproductive Health Agenda for Women of Color Sister Song: Women of Color Reproductive Health Initiative

Women's Intuition: Unlocking the Wisdom of the Body: Paula M. Reeves, PhD

Women's Encyclopedia of Health and Emotional Healing: Denise Foley, Eileen Nechas

Lesbian Health Matters: Mary O'Donnell, Kater Pollock, Val Leoffler, Ziesel Saunders

Undivided Rights: Women of Color Organize for Reproductive Justice: Jael Silliman, Marlene Gerber Fried, Loretta Ross, Elena R. Gutierrez

The African American Woman's Guide to a Healthy Heart: Anne L. Taylor, MD

Fuego y Hielo Entre Las Latinas: Rodrigo Munoz, MD, Marilyn Martin, MD
Women's Bodies, Women's Wisdom: Creating Physical and Emotional Health and Healing: Christiane Northrup, MD

The Woman's Guide to Total Self-Esteem: The Eight Secrets You Need to Know: Stephanie Dillon, PhD, M. Christina Benson, MD

A Smart Girl's Guide to Friendship Troubles: Dealing with Fights, Being Left Out & The Whole Popularity Thing: Patti Kelley Criswell

Why There Are No Good Men Left: The Romantic Plight of the New Single Woman: Barbara Defoe Whitehead

Negotiating Reproductive Rights: Women's Perspectives Across Countries and Cultures: Rosalind Petchesky, Karen Judd

Helping Health Workers Learn: David Werner, Bill Bower

A Smart Girl's Guide to Boys: Surviving Crushes, Staying True to Yourself & Other Stuff: Nancy Holyoke

Great Places to Learn: How Asset-Building Schools Help Students Succeed: Neal Starkman, Peter C. Scales, Clay Roberts

Trauma in the Lives of Children: Crisis and Stress Management Techniques for Counselors, Teachers and other Professionals: Kendall Johnson, PhD

The Big Book of Icebreakers: Quick, Fun Activities for Energizing Meetings and Workshops: Edie West

What Teens Need to Succeed: Proven, Practical Ways to Shape Your Own Future: Peter L. Benson, PhD, Judy Galbraith, MA, Pamela Espeland

Developmental Psychology: Rupert M. Liebert, Rita Wicks Poulos, Gloria D. Strauss

I Am Alcohol: Don Burnstick, Jan Marlow

Tag, You're It! 50 Easy Ways to Connect With Young People: Kathleen Kimball-Baker

Why Johnny Can't Tell Right From Wrong: And What We Can Do About It: William Kilpatrick

Why Do They Act That Way? A Survival Guide to the Adolescent Brain for You and Your Teen: David Walsh, PhD

Things I Have to Tell You: Poems and Writing by Teenage Girls: ed. Betsy Franco

What Young Children Need to Succeed: Working Together to Build Assets from Birth to Age 11: Jolene Roehlkepartain, Nancy Leffert, PhD
Children and Teens Are Afraid to Eat: Helping Youth in Today’s Weight-Obsessed World: Frances M. Berg

Educating for Character: How Our Schools Can Teach Respect and Responsibility: Thomas Lickona


Twelve Roles of Facilitators for School Change: R. Bruce Williams

The Workshop Book: from Individual Creativity to Group Action: R. Brian Stanfield

The Art of Focused Conversation for Schools: Jo Nelson

More Than 50 Ways to Build Team Consensus: R. Bruce Williams

Winning Through Participation: Meeting the Challenge of Corporate Change with Technology of Participation: Laura J. Spencer

Scripting: Social Communication for Adolescents: Patty Mayo, Pattii Waldo

Agile Retrospectives: Making Good Teams Great: Esther Derby, Diana Larsen

Berrytales: Plays in One Act: Cheryl E. Davis

Robin Hood was Right: A Guide to Giving Your Money for Social Change: Chuck Collins, Pam Rogers, Joan P Garner

Financial and Managerial Accounting: Carl S. Warren, James M. Reeve, Philip E. Fess


Big Gifts for Small Groups: A Board Member's 1-Hour Guide to Securing Gifts of $500-$5000: Andy Robinson

Tricks of the Trade: How to Think About Your Research While You're Doing It: Howard S. Becker

How to Write Research Papers: Easy-to-Follow, Practical Instruction for High School and College Students: Thomson Arco

How to Say It: Choice Words, Phrases, Sentences & Paragraphs for Every Situation: Rosalie Maggio

How to Say It: Choice Words, Phrases, Sentences & Paragraphs for Every Situation: Rosalie Maggio
Maximizing Performance: John Seymour, Martin Shervington

Trade Secrets: Facts You're Not Supposed to Know: Boardroom, Inc.


501 Spanish Verbs: Christopher Kendris, PhD

Letter Writing Skills: David James, Revised By Anthony Masters

Dream-Biz.com: Design Your Future and Live Your Dreams in the e-Economy: Burke Hedges

36 Small Business Mistakes and How to Avoid Them: Mark Stevens

The Basic Book of Synonyms and Antonyms: Laurence Urdang

Arcade Dictionary of Word Origins: John Ayto

Descriptionary: A Thematic Dictionary for When You Know What it is but Not What it's Called: Marc McCutcheon

Volunteering: An Easy, Smart Guide to Volunteering: Hope Egan

Financial and Managerial Accounting or Corporate Financial Accounting: Carl S. Warren, James M. Reeve, Philip E. Fess

The Forbes Book of Business Quotations: ed. Ted Goodman

The Merriam-Webster Dictionary of Synonyms and Antonyms: Merriam-Webster

Say it in Spanish: A Guide for Health Care Professionals: Esperanza Villanueva Joyce, Maria Elena Villanueva

The New Pocket Roget's Thesaurus ed.: Norman Lewis

Pocket Guide Minority Health Resources: US Department of Health and Human Services

The Dictionary of Cliches: James Rogers

Word Processing Shortcuts in Word 2000: Sue Etherington

Essential Managers Interviewing Skills: Tim Hindle

Essential Managers Effective Public Relations: Moi Ali

Essential Managers Writing Your Resume: Simon Howard

Essential Managers Managing Change: Robert Heller

Essential Lifeskills Thriving Under Pressure: Philippa Davies
Essential Computers Spreadsheets Creating Worksheets: Robert Dinwiddie

Simplify Your Workday: Barbara Hemphill, Pamela Quinn Gibbard

The Resume Solution: How to Write (And Use) A Resume that Gets Results: David Swanson

Getting the Job You Really Want: J. Michael Farr

Winning Grants Step by Step: Mim Carlson

Researching Online for Dummies: Reva Basch, Mary Ellen Bates

Vox Compact Spanish and English Dictionary: National Textbook Company

How to Say it Best: Choice Words, Phrases, and Model Speeches for Every Occasion: Jack Griffin

Websters New World College Dictionary, 4th ed.: ed. Michael Agnes

The Point of Entry Handbook: Terry Axelrod

The Ask Event Handbook: Terry Axelrod

Raising More Money: A Step-by-Step guide to Building Lifelong Donors: Terry Axelrod

Global Health Watch 2005-2006: People's Health Movement

The Social Process Triangles: Jon C. Jenkins, Maureen R. Jenkins

Sickness and Wealth: The Corporate Assault on Global Health eds: Meredith Fort, Mary Anne Mercer, Oscar Gish

Nuclear Power is not the Answer: Helen Caldicott

Bridges Out of Poverty: Strategies for Professionals and Communities: Ruby K. Payne, PhD, Philip E. Devol, Terie Dreussi Smith

Women, Culture & Politics: Angela Y. Davis

Sing, Whisper, Shout, Pray! Feminist Visions for a Just World: M. Jacqui Alexander, Lisa Albrecht, Sharon Day, Mab Segrest